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Abstract
Background: The avoidable mortality rate is a key indicator of overall health and health care utilization. However, the avoidable mortality rate may differ by the 
relative remoteness of a community. Avoidable mortality rates specific to remote areas cannot be investigated unless there is a clear geographic classification 
of remoteness. Therefore, this research uses a newly developed remoteness index to explore the geographic variability of avoidable mortality in Canada.
Data and methods: The remoteness index, Canadian Vital Statistics—Death Database (2011 to 2015), and the 2016 Census of Population are used to 
understand the geographic variability of preventable and treatable mortality rates in Canada. Descriptive and multivariate data analysis techniques are used 
to test the hypothesis that remoteness is one of the statistically significant predictors of avoidable mortality rates in Canada. 
Results: There is a clear gradient of preventable and treatable mortality rates by relative remoteness. The preventable and treatable mortality rates are 
significantly higher in more remote areas than in easily accessible areas. The remoteness index is a good predictor of both preventable and treatable causes 
of mortality for low-Aboriginal census subdivisions but not for high-Aboriginal census subdivisions in Canada.
Interpretation: Both preventable and treatable mortality rates vary significantly by remoteness, despite Canada’s universal health care system.  
The remoteness of Canadian communities may have affected health care delivery and utilization. 

Keywords: Remoteness, preventable mortality, treatable mortality, health status, health outcome, income, education, Aboriginal population
DOI: https://www.doi.org/10.25318/82-003-x201900500001-eng
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Despite the tremendous amount of ongoing research, 
the mechanism of urban–rural health disparities is 

not fully understood in Canada. Although rural and remote 
location in itself may not necessarily lead to poor health,  
it may influence other socioeconomic, environmental and 
occupational health determinants. There is noticeable 
heterogeneity within and between rural communities in  
Canada in terms of socioeconomic and geographic char-
acteristics.1 However, in general, people who live in rural 
communities have limited access to health care services and 
have worse health outcomes than their urban counterparts.2,3 
This may lead to disproportionate mortality rates between 
urban and rural communities. 

A 2012 Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI) 
report claimed that people who live in rural and disadvantaged 
areas experience a higher burden of ambulatory-care-sensitive 
conditions, such as asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary 
disease, diabetes, high blood pressure and heart disease.4 
Studies have established an association between poor health 
status and the lifestyle, culture, geography and environment 
in rural areas.1,5,6 Other studies have compared health status 
and health care needs along the urban–rural continuum.1,7,8  
Rural and remote areas are also distinguished by more CSDs 
with a higher proportion of Aboriginal population than in urban 
areas.9 Avoidable mortality is higher in First Nations adults10 and 
Inuit.11 Remoteness can therefore be compounded by the propor-
tion of Aboriginal population in that area. Urban–rural variation 
in mortality from chronic diseases and major causes of deaths 
has been studied in other countries, including the United States,12 
Australia13 and China.14 However, due to blurred urban-rural and 

remote classification, no studies in Canada have compared pot-
entially avoidable mortality by relative remoteness. 

The potentially avoidable (hereafter avoidable) mortality is a 
subset of premature mortality that takes place under the age of 
75. The avoidable mortality is defined as “untimely deaths that 
should not occur in the presence of timely and effective health care, 
including prevention.”15 Avoidable mortality represents over 70% 
of total deaths of individuals younger than age 75 in Canada10,15  
and consists of two subgroups: preventable mortality and treat-
able mortality. “Preventable mortality” refers to deaths that 
could be prevented through primary preventative actions in inci-
dence reduction, such as immunization, smoking reduction and 
seatbelt use. “Treatable mortality” refers to deaths that could be 
treated through secondary and tertiary prevention efforts, such 
as effective screening and treatment of an existing disease.15 
The concepts of preventable and treatable mortality have been 
adopted widely as performance indicators of broader health 
systems in countries such as Australia, the United Kingdom, 
Italy and the United States.16,17 Previous studies have shown 
that timely and effective intervention may reduce mortality rates 
significantly.15,18 

Conversely, literature also shows that socioeconomic status 
is the most consistent predictor of health status, and therefore 
a good predictor of morbidity and mortality.15,19,20 While some 
authors have argued that level of education is an important social 
determinant of health,21,22 others have established an association 
between income and individual-level health risk factors.22-24 
There are multiple studies on sex differences in mortality.  
In general, because of their engagement in more risky behav-
iour, men are known to have higher mortality rates than women 
for the majority of the leading causes of death.25 However, there 
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 ● What is the contribution of the 
remoteness index in determining 
avoidable mortality rates when the 
effects of income, education and 
Aboriginal population are taken into 
account?

Data and methods
This research used three data sources 
produced by Statistics Canada. The first 
data source, the Canadian Vital Statistics 
– Death Database (CVSD) for the years 
2011 to 2015, is an administrative data-
base containing a collection of annual 
demographics and cause-of-death infor-
mation in Canada.29 Death data are 
collected from the provincial and ter-
ritorial vital statistics offices, where 
deaths that occur in those jurisdictions 
are registered.29 The mortality database 
was used to create a subset of premature 
deaths, which in turn was used to create 
the avoidable mortality database.  The 
International Classification of Disease, 
10th edition (ICD-10), codes associated 
with the CVSD were used to classify 
avoidable deaths into preventable and 
treatable causes of death according to the 
standard classification method developed 
by the CIHI15 (see Appendix A). 

The second data source used in this 
research was the census subdivision 
RI, which was developed by a team 
of researchers at Statistics Canada in 
2017.28 The index value for each CSD 
ranges from 0 to 1, where “0” repre-
sents the most accessible areas and 
“1” represents the most remote areas.  
The CSD-level RI scores were classified 
into five mutually exclusive categories 
according to the RI values, population 
size, number of CSDs in each class, and 
natural break points in the distribution of 
the RI score (see Appendix B). On the 
basis of these criteria, the five classes 
were defined as “easily accessible areas,” 
“accessible areas,” “less accessible 
areas,” “remote areas” and “very remote 
areas.” However, to understand its rela-
tionship with avoidable mortality rates, 
the RI in a scale of 0 to 1 was used as a 
continuous predictor variable in the mul-
tiple regression models.

The third data source, data tables 
from the 2016 Census of Population, 
were used to derive the proportion of the 
population with a postsecondary certifi-
cate, diploma or degree, proportion of 
Aboriginal population and the average 
annual household income after-tax for 
each CSD. A common-variable CSD 
unique identifier (CSDUID) was used to 
link CSD-level preventable and treatable 
mortality rates with the RI, along with 
the education, Aboriginal population and 
income variables. All the variables were 
used in four different multiple linear 
regression models to test the hypothesis 
that the remoteness index is a good pre-
dictor of both preventable and treatable 
mortality rates in Canada.

Studies have shown that Aboriginal 
populations in Canada have elevated 
health risks and higher premature 
mortality rates.30,31 Traditionally, the 
proportion of Aboriginal populations 
is higher in northern and remote com-
munities in Canada.6 Therefore, the 
proportion of Aboriginal populations 
could also be a good predictor of higher 
preventable and treatable mortality rates 
in the rural and remote communities. 
However, due to strong correlation of the 
proportion of Aboriginal population and 
the RI, it was not possible to use them 
together in a single regression model. 
Consequently, CSDs were classified into 
two groups of low and high Aboriginal 
identity populations and regression 
analyses were performed separately for 
both groups. As applied by previous 
studies in Canada,32,33 CSDs where 
less than 33% of residents reported an 
Aboriginal identity on the 2016 Census 
of population were considered as 
“low-Aboriginal CSDs” and those CSDs 
where 33% or more of residents reported 
Aboriginal identity were considered as 
“high-Aboriginal CSDs”. Multiple linear 
regression models were used for both 
groups, and both the preventable and 
treatable mortality rates were used separ-
ately as outcome variables. 

Analysis
This research used two types of data 
analysis strategies to answer the research 

is not enough evidence on how avoid-
able mortality rates vary by sex and by 
remoteness to draw formal conclusions 
in this regard. 

The majority of previous studies have 
used the Statistical Area Classification 
(SAC) and have defined “urban” 
through the combination of Census 
Metropolitan Areas (CMA) and Census 
Agglomerations (CA).1 Statistics Canada 
has defined urban areas as population 
centres with a population of at least 
1,000 and a density of 400 persons per 
square kilometre.26 However, no clear 
distinction is made between urban, rural 
and remote areas in Canada. Therefore, 
researchers and health system planners 
have identified a need for a pan-Canadian 
approach to make a clear distinction 
between urban, rural and remote areas in 
order to measure health care inequalities 
in Canada.27 

In response to this call, a group of 
researchers from Statistics Canada 
recently developed a remoteness index 
(RI) and assigned a value to each census 
subdivision (CSD).28 This index meas-
ures the relative remoteness of Canadian 
communities (CSDs) on the basis of their 
size and their proximity to surrounding 
population centres. Although the RI is a 
continuous scale, one of its strengths is 
that it can be easily categorized for the 
classification of Canadian communities 
by their relative remoteness. This study 
uses the new RI classification to distin-
guish rural and remote areas from urban 
areas in Canada. 

The main objective of this research is 
to examine major causes of both prevent-
able and treatable mortality by relative 
remoteness of Canadian communities. 
Furthermore, it explores the interrelation-
ship between remoteness and avoidable 
mortality while taking into account three 
important variables: average house-
hold income after-tax, the proportion of 
postsecondary graduates and the propor-
tion of Aboriginal population by CSD.  
The central analytical questions in this 
paper are the following:

 ● How do avoidable mortality rates 
vary by relative remoteness of 
Canadian communities?
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questions outlined above. First, descrip-
tive data analysis techniques were used to 
understand the geographic variability of 
preventable and treatable mortality rates. 
The preventable and treatable mortality 
rates per 100,000 population for each 
remoteness class were used as outcomes 
of interest. The rates were calculated for 
groups of mortality causes (e.g., cancers, 
infections, injuries) and for specific 
mortality causes (e.g., breast cancer, 
pneumonia, falls). The direct standardiz-
ation method was used to age-standardize 
all rates to the 2011 Census of Population 
with five-year age groupings. Next, the 
age-standardized mortality rates per 
100,000 population were compared 
across all remoteness classes, for males 
and females and for population sub-
groups, by mortality cause. Since the 
mortality rates presented in the tables are 
the average rates for 2011 to 2015, 95% 
confidence intervals of the mean are also 
presented. The rates for each geographic 
region by disease category and sex were 
tested for statistical significance using 
one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s HSD test 
in SAS Enterprise Guide 7.1.

Second, multiple linear regres-
sion models were used to test whether 

the differences in RI, education and 
income explain the higher preventable 
and treatable mortality rates for both 
low-Aboriginal and high-Aboriginal 
CSDs. The preventable and treatable 
mortality rates were used as outcome 
variables whereas the RI, education and 
income variables were used as predictor 
variables. The proportion of Aboriginal 
identity population by CSD was used as a 
filter variable to classify low-Aboriginal 
CSDs and high-Aboriginal CSDs. The 
assumptions of linearity of response and 
explanatory variables were tested using 
residual plots, whereas the assumption 
of non-multicollinearity was tested using 
the variance inflation factor.

Results 
From 2011 to 2015, there were 483,114 
premature deaths registered in Canada. 
Of those, 347,167 were avoidable – 
about 72% of total premature deaths in 
Canada. About 65% of total avoidable 
deaths were preventable, and 35% of 
those were treatable.

Preventable mortality rate
There was a clear geographic gradient of 
preventable mortality rates by remote-
ness for both sexes, and the rates were 
statistically significant for most geo-
graphic regions. The rates for males were 
almost double those for females, regard-
less of remoteness (Figure 1). 

The age-standardized preventable 
mortality rate was calculated for eight 
broad disease groups, as defined by 
the CIHI (see Appendix A). In the 
easily accessible and accessible areas,  
the highest rate of preventable deaths  
was associated with cancer-related 
causes for both sexes. However, injury, 
including both intentional and uninten-
tional injuries, was the leading cause of 
death for males in less accessible, remote 
and very remote areas, and for females 
in very remote areas (Table 1). Diseases 
of the circulatory system were the third 
major cause of preventable deaths for all 
remoteness categories and for both sexes. 
Most of the differences between remote-
ness categories and between males and 
females were statistically significant at 
the 95% confidence level. The top three 
causes of death alone accounted for 
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Figure 1
Preventable mortality rate by sex and relative remoteness
deaths per 100,000 population 

Note: All rates were age standardized to the 2011 Census of Population with five-year age groupings, using the direct standardization method.
Source: Canadian Vital Statistics—Death Database 2011 to 2015 and Remoteness Index.
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Table 2 
Age-standardized preventable mortality rate per 100,000 population for top 10 major causes of death, by sex (2011 to 2015 
average)

Sex Cause of death

Easily accessible 
area Accessible area

Less accessible 
area Remote area Very remote area

ASMR

95% 
confidence 

interval
ASMR

95% 
confidence 

interval
ASMR

95% 
confidence 

interval
ASMR

95% 
confidence 

interval
ASMR

95% 
confidence 

interval
from to from to from to from to from to

Male Lung cancer 34.2 31.1 37.3 35.1 33.5 36.8 43.0 38.9 47.1 41.5 37.7 45.3 51.1 45.0 57.2
Ischaemic heart disease† 22.9 21.7 24.2 26.8 25.4 28.2 29.2 27.9 30.4 30.6 27.4 33.7 36.8 35.5 38.0
Suicide and self-inflicted injuries 15.1 14.6 15.6 19.5 17.1 21.8 21.9 19.7 24.1 26.8 24.5 29.2 45.5 39.2 51.8
COPD 9.2 8.7 9.6 11.1 9.7 12.5 14.3 13.5 15.0 12.0 10.6 13.4 15.4 11.0 19.7
Alcohol-related diseases 9.0 8.5 9.5 11.4 10.2 12.6 11.7 11.0 12.4 13.2 11.1 15.2 16.4 12.8 20.0
Accidental poisonings 7.1 5.4 8.7 8.9 7.4 10.3 9.9 8.7 11.0 10.0 9.0 11.0 15.3 11.7 19.0
Liver cancer 6.7 6.2 7.2 6.0 5.6 6.5 5.3 4.8 5.8 5.7 4.7 6.7 6.0 4.1 7.9
Transport accidents 6.0 5.4 6.5 12.9 11.6 14.2 17.7 17.0 18.4 25.3 21.5 29.2 28.5 19.9 37.1
Oesophagus cancer 5.1 4.8 5.3 6.9 6.4 7.3 6.8 5.7 8.0 6.6 5.6 7.7 5.2 3.8 6.6
Diabetes 4.8 4.4 5.1 5.6 5.3 5.9 6.4 5.7 7.0 7.3 6.5 8.2 11.1 9.7 12.5

Female Lung cancer 28.0 26.9 29.0 32.3 30.6 34.1 34.4 32.8 36.1 33.3 30.0 36.6 38.4 32.4 44.3
Ischaemic heart disease 7.3 7.1 7.5 8.5 8.0 9.0 9.1 8.4 9.9 9.6 8.6 10.5 12.4 9.8 15.0
COPD 7.1 6.5 7.6 9.4 8.9 9.9 10.8 10.1 11.5 9.6 8.1 11.2 13.7 8.6 18.8
Suicide and self-inflicted injuries 5.3 4.8 5.9 6.5 6.1 7.0 6.8 5.7 7.9 8.9 6.8 11.1 16.1 12.8 19.4
Cerebrovascular diseases 3.3 3.1 3.5 3.8 3.5 4.1 4.4 4.0 4.7 3.9 3.3 4.5 6.3 5.6 7.0
Accidental poisonings 2.9 2.5 3.4 4.4 3.6 5.1 5.3 4.6 6.0 5.1 3.3 6.9 9.3 8.3 10.2
Alcohol-related diseases 2.9 2.7 3.1 4.3 3.7 4.9 4.8 3.8 5.7 5.3 4.3 6.2 10.3 5.5 15.1
Liver cancer 2.6 2.4 2.8 2.5 2.1 2.9 2.7 2.0 3.3 2.2 1.4 3.0 3.5 2.7 4.3
Diabetes 2.3 2.2 2.5 3.1 2.6 3.6 3.8 3.5 4.1 4.5 3.7 5.3 7.6 5.7 9.5
Transport accidents 2.2 1.9 2.5 4.7 3.7 5.7 6.1 5.0 7.2 7.7 7.0 8.5 10.2 4.8 15.6

ASMR = Age-standardized mortality rates
† Please note that ischaemic heart disease is classified as both a preventable and treatable cause of mortality. Therefore, the preventable deaths caused by ischaemic heart disease are only 50% of 
the total deaths from this cause. 
Note: All rates were age-standardized to the 2011 Census of Population with five-year age groupings, using the direct standardization method.
Source: Canadian Vital Statistics—Death Database 2011 to 2015 and Remoteness Index. 

Table 1
Age-standardized preventable mortality rate per 100,000 population, by sex and grouped-cause of death (2011 to 2015 average)

Sex Cause of death

Easily accessible 
area Accessible area

Less accessible 
area Remote area Very remote area

ASMR

95% 
confidence 

interval
ASMR

95% 
confidence 

interval
ASMR

95% 
confidence 

interval
ASMR

95% 
confidence 

interval
ASMR

95% 
confidence 

interval
from to from to from to from to from to

Male Cancer 56.4 53.2 59.6 58.5 56.7 60.2 65.6 62.2 69.0 63.9 60.0 67.8 76.4 68.8 83.9
Injuries 39.4 38.7 40.2 56.3 54.0 58.6 66.1 62.6 69.5 84.6 80.7 88.6 125.8 114.6 137.0
Diseases of the circulatory system 31.4 29.8 33.0 36.4 34.0 38.9 40.2 38.9 41.6 42.1 37.9 46.4 49.6 46.3 52.9
Diseases of the respiratory system 11.4 10.7 12.0 13.6 12.3 14.8 16.4 15.8 17.0 14.3 12.6 16.1 17.4 12.8 21.9
Alcohol and drug use disorders 9.4 8.9 9.9 12.0 10.7 13.2 12.3 11.6 13.0 13.9 11.7 16.2 17.2 13.5 20.8
Others 4.9 4.6 5.3 5.9 5.6 6.2 6.6 6.1 7.1 7.6 6.6 8.5 11.4 10.1 12.6
Infections 4.5 4.0 4.9 3.8 3.4 4.1 4.1 3.4 4.9 3.1 2.5 3.6 5.6 3.7 7.5
Diseases of the digestive system 3.2 2.9 3.5 3.1 2.7 3.5 3.2 2.6 3.9 3.0 2.2 3.8 3.3 1.9 4.8

Female Cancer 36.3 35.3 37.4 40.7 38.8 42.6 42.9 40.6 45.1 41.0 37.1 44.9 48.6 43.3 53.8
Injuries 15.3 14.7 15.9 22.4 21.3 23.6 24.5 22.2 26.7 30.4 27.7 33.1 50.0 41.8 58.2
Diseases of the circulatory system 13.1 12.7 13.5 15.6 15.0 16.2 16.9 16.1 17.7 16.9 15.3 18.4 22.3 18.0 26.6
Diseases of the respiratory system 7.9 7.5 8.4 10.4 9.8 11.0 11.7 11.0 12.3 10.6 8.9 12.2 14.6 9.2 20.0
Alcohol and drug use disorders 3.1 2.9 3.3 4.7 4.0 5.3 5.1 4.1 6.2 5.8 4.8 6.8 10.7 5.7 15.7
Others 2.5 2.3 2.7 3.3 2.7 3.8 4.1 3.7 4.5 4.8 4.1 5.6 7.8 5.5 10.1
Infections 2.3 2.1 2.5 2.3 2.0 2.7 2.4 2.1 2.7 2.4 1.5 3.3 4.6 1.8 7.3
Diseases of the digestive system 1.5 1.4 1.7 1.7 1.4 2.0 2.1 1.7 2.6 2.3 1.4 3.2 2.4 1.9 3.0

ASMR = Age-standardized mortality rates
Note: All rates were age-standardized to the 2011 Census of Population with five-year age groupings, using the direct standardization method.
Source: Canadian Vital Statistics—Death Database 2011 to 2015 and Remoteness Index. 
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almost 80% of preventable mortality in 
each remoteness category. 

A further analysis was done to 
understand the top 10 disease-specific 
preventable causes of death by remote-
ness categories. For all remoteness 

categories and for both sexes, lung 
cancer was the leading cause of death, 
followed by ischaemic heart disease. 
Death by suicide and self-inflicted 
injuries, and alcohol-related diseases 
were more common in remote and very 

remote areas than in easily accessible 
areas. Suicide and self-inflicted injuries 
were the second major causes of prevent-
able deaths in very remote areas, and the 
rate was more than three times higher in 
very remote areas than in easily access-

Table 3
Age-standardized treatable mortality rate per 100,000 population, by sex and grouped-cause of death (2011 to 2015 average)

Sex Cause of death

Easily accessible 
area Accessible area

Less accessible 
area Remote area Very remote area

ASMR

95% 
confidence 

interval
ASMR

95% 
confidence 

interval
ASMR

95% 
confidence 

interval
ASMR

95% 
confidence 

interval
ASMR

95% 
confidence 

interval
from to from to from to from to from to

Male Diseases of the circulatory system 30.2 28.8 31.6 35.8 34.5 37.2 38.6 36.9 40.2 39.7 35.5 43.9 49.1 46.1 52.0
Cancer 17.7 17.0 18.4 19.3 18.1 20.5 19.3 18.0 20.6 18.8 17.0 20.5 23.9 22.5 25.2
Maternal and infant causes 6.2 6.0 6.5 6.3 6.0 6.6 7.0 6.6 7.4 7.8 6.1 9.4 11.4 9.3 13.6
Infections 6.0 5.7 6.3 6.2 5.8 6.5 6.3 5.5 7.0 7.0 5.2 8.9 12.2 8.8 15.5
Others 5.8 5.4 6.2 6.6 6.3 6.9 7.5 6.8 8.2 8.6 7.6 9.6 12.3 10.5 14.2
Diseases of the genitourinary 
system 2.2 1.9 2.4 2.2 1.8 2.6 3.0 2.5 3.5 3.2 1.9 4.6 4.2 2.1 6.2
Diseases of the digestive system 2.0 1.9 2.0 2.1 1.8 2.5 2.4 2.0 2.7 2.8 2.1 3.4 2.9 1.8 4.1
Diseases of the respiratory system 1.3 1.1 1.4 1.3 1.1 1.6 1.7 1.3 2.0 1.3 0.2 2.4 2.6 1.1 4.1

Female Cancer 32.7 32.1 33.4 33.9 32.6 35.3 34.1 32.8 35.4 36.9 34.0 39.9 40.8 36.7 44.9
Diseases of the circulatory system 12.0 11.8 12.2 14.3 13.6 14.9 15.8 15.1 16.4 15.7 15.4 16.0 21.9 17.7 26.1
Maternal and infant causes 5.5 5.1 5.8 6.1 5.3 6.9 6.6 5.4 7.8 6.7 5.5 8.0 7.9 6.5 9.2
Infections 4.2 3.9 4.5 4.9 4.3 5.4 5.2 4.4 6.0 6.0 4.4 7.5 9.1 7.3 11.0
Others 3.1 3.0 3.3 4.0 3.5 4.4 4.6 4.3 4.9 5.4 4.7 6.1 9.1 7.1 11.1
Diseases of the genitourinary 
system 1.4 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.4 1.9 2.1 1.9 2.4 2.2 1.4 2.9 3.6 1.9 5.3
Diseases of the digestive system 1.3 1.1 1.4 1.4 1.1 1.7 1.7 1.4 2.0 1.5 0.8 2.2 2.9 1.4 4.4
Diseases of the respiratory system 1.0 0.9 1.1 1.2 1.0 1.5 1.3 0.9 1.8 1.5 1.3 1.8 3.1 2.2 4.1

ASMR = Age-standardized mortality rates 
Note: All rates were age-standardized to the 2011 Census of Population with five-year age groupings, using the direct standardization method.
Source: Canadian Vital Statistics—Death Database 2011 to 2015 and Remoteness Index. 
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Figure 2
Treatable mortality rate by sex and relative remoteness
deaths per 100,000 population 

Note: All rates were age standardized to the 2011 Census of Population with five-year age groupings, using the direct standardization method.
Source: Canadian Vital Statistics—Death Database 2011 to 2015 and Remoteness Index.
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ible areas. Transport accidents increased 
significantly along with remoteness, and 
were the fourth major cause of prevent-
able death for males in all remoteness 
categories except easily accessible areas.

Treatable mortality rate
Data analysis shows that about 25% of 
all premature deaths and about 35%  
of all avoidable deaths from 2011 to 
2015 in Canada were treatable. Treatable 
mortality rates varied significantly by 
relative remoteness and were higher for 
remote areas than for more accessible 
areas, regardless of sex. Differences were 
noticeable for all remoteness categories; 
treatable mortality rates were higher for 
males than for females, but the gaps were 
slimmer than those observed in regard to 
preventable mortality rates (Figure 2). 

Treatable mortality rates were cal-
culated for grouped causes of death to 

understand the geographic variability. 
Treatable mortality rates increased as 
remoteness increased for both males 
and females, and the differences were 
statistically significant. For males, dis-
eases of the circulatory system were 
the leading treatable cause of death, 
followed by cancer. In contrast, cancer 
was the leading treatable cause of 
death for females, followed by diseases 
of the circulatory system (Table 3).  
This finding was consistent across all 
remoteness categories.

The findings in Table 3 were further 
investigated by calculating the dis-
ease-specific treatable mortality rates 
for the top 10 major causes of death  
(Table 4). There was a clear geographic 
variation for most of the treatable causes 
of death. For all geographies, ischaemic 
heart disease was the leading cause of 
treatable mortality among males whereas 
breast cancer was the leading cause 

of treatable mortality among females. 
Colorectal cancer was the second 
major cause of treatable mortality for  
both sexes.

Multivariate analyses
The findings of four separate linear 
regression models are summarized 
together in Table 5. The first model rep-
resents the preventable mortality rates 
for low-Aboriginal CSDs (n = 3,573; RI 
range 0 to 0.82) and the second model 
represents preventable mortality rates 
for high-Aboriginal CSDs (n = 769; RI 
range 0.09 to 1). The first model shows 
that the RI and income were statistically 
significant predictors of preventable mor-
tality rates at 95% confidence level but 
not the education. However, the second 
model shows that, education and income 
are significant predictors of prevent-
able mortality rates at 95% confidence 
level (Table 5). These results indicate 

Table 4 
Age-standardizde treatable mortality rate per 100,000 population for top 10 major causes of death, by sex (2011 to 2015 average)

Sex Cause of death

Easily accessible 
area Accessible area

Less accessible 
area Remote area Very remote area

ASMR

95% 
confidence 

interval
ASMR

95% 
confidence 

interval
ASMR

95% 
confidence 

interval
ASMR

95% 
confidence 

interval
ASMR

95% 
confidence 

interval
from to from to from to from to from to

Male Ischaemic heart disease† 22.9 21.7 24.2 26.8 25.4 28.2 29.2 27.9 30.4 30.6 27.4 33.7 36.8 35.5 38.0
Colorectal cancer 13.4 12.8 14.1 14.6 13.8 15.3 14.5 13.6 15.4 14.0 12.0 16.0 19.4 18.2 20.7
Diabetes 4.8 4.4 5.1 5.6 5.3 5.9 6.4 5.7 7.0 7.3 6.5 8.2 11.1 9.7 12.5
Cerebrovascular diseases 4.5 4.2 4.7 5.1 4.7 5.6 5.6 5.1 6.2 5.8 4.6 7.0 8.1 6.7 9.4
Complications of perinatal period 3.6 3.5 3.7 3.1 2.6 3.6 3.3 2.8 3.8 4.4 3.6 5.3 6.1 4.2 7.9
Pneumonia 3.4 3.1 3.6 3.6 3.2 3.9 3.6 3.1 4.1 3.7 2.9 4.6 7.4 4.8 10.0
Bladder cancer 3.1 3.0 3.2 3.5 3.1 3.8 3.4 2.8 4.0 3.4 3.0 3.8 2.5 1.5 3.4
Congenital malformations, 
deformations and chromosomal 
anomalies 2.6 2.4 2.9 3.1 2.9 3.4 3.7 3.4 4.0 3.3 2.3 4.3 5.4 3.4 7.3
Hypertensive heart diseases 2.3 1.9 2.7 3.4 2.6 4.2 3.2 2.5 4.0 2.7 1.6 3.8 3.8 2.9 4.6
Sepsis 2.2 1.9 2.4 2.2 1.9 2.5 2.2 1.9 2.5 2.4 0.8 4.0 3.4 2.0 4.8

Female Breast cancer 17.0 16.6 17.4 17.2 17.0 17.5 16.5 15.3 17.6 18.3 15.7 20.9 17.6 14.2 21.1
Colorectal cancer 8.7 8.5 8.9 9.6 8.6 10.7 9.8 9.1 10.5 10.5 8.2 12.9 13.8 11.3 16.3
Ischaemic heart disease 7.3 7.1 7.5 8.5 8.0 9.0 9.1 8.4 9.9 9.6 8.6 10.5 12.4 9.8 15.0
Uterus cancer 3.5 3.0 3.9 3.2 2.7 3.6 3.3 2.8 3.8 3.3 2.1 4.4 3.4 1.9 5.0
Cerebrovascular diseases 3.3 3.1 3.5 3.8 3.5 4.1 4.4 4.0 4.7 3.9 3.3 4.5 6.3 5.6 7.0
Complications of perinatal period 3.0 2.8 3.2 2.9 2.4 3.5 3.1 2.2 4.1 3.3 2.5 4.0 4.1 3.6 4.7
Diabetes 2.3 2.2 2.5 3.1 2.6 3.6 3.8 3.5 4.1 4.5 3.7 5.3 7.6 5.7 9.5
Congenital malformations, 
deformations and chromosomal 
anomalies 2.3 2.2 2.5 3.1 2.7 3.5 3.2 2.6 3.8 3.2 2.4 4.1 3.4 2.2 4.7
Pneumonia 2.2 2.0 2.4 2.7 2.2 3.1 3.0 2.8 3.2 2.9 2.0 3.9 4.6 3.2 5.9
Cervical cancer 1.8 1.6 2.0 2.0 1.8 2.1 2.4 1.9 3.0 2.6 1.4 3.8 4.1 2.2 5.9

ASMR = Age-standardized mortality rates
† Please note that ischaemic heart disease is classified as both a preventable and treatable cause of mortality. Therefore, the preventable deaths caused by ischaemic heart disease are only 50% of 
the total deaths from this cause. 
Note: All rates were age-standardized to the 2011 Census of Population with five-year age groupings, using the direct standardization method.
Source: Canadian Vital Statistics—Death Database 2011 to 2015 and Remoteness Index. 
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that remoteness is an important factor 
of preventable mortality for low-Ab-
original CSDs, whereas education is an 
important factor of preventable mortality 
for high-Aboriginal CSDs. The income 
variable is a statistically significant 
predictor of preventable mortality for 
both low-Aboriginal and high-Aborig-
inal CSDs. 

The positive parameter estimate for the 
RI (89.18) in the first model indicates that 
the preventable mortality rate increases 
along with the increased remoteness, 
whereas the negative parameter estimate 
for the income in the first model (-0.98), 
and for both income and education in the 

second model (-2.66; -3.44) indicate that 
preventable mortality rate decreases with 
increased average household income 
after-tax and increased proportion of 
postsecondary graduates (Table 5). 

The findings for treatable mortality 
rates in the third and fourth models are 
similar to that of preventable mortality. 
Similar to the previous models, only 
education and income are statistically sig-
nificant predictors of treatable mortality 
rate at 95% confidence level for high-Ab-
original CSDs (n = 3,412; RI range 0.09 
to 1). However, all three variables (RI, 
education and income) are statistically 
significant predictors of treatable mor-
tality rate at 95% confidence level for 
low-Aboriginal CSDs (n = 672; RI range 
0 to 0.82). These findings also indicate 
that relative remoteness is a determinant 
of treatable mortality for low-Aboriginal 
CSDs but not for the high-Aboriginal 
CSDs. The positive value of the par-
ameter estimate for the RI (63.85) in 
the third model indicates that the treat-
able mortality rate increases along with 
remoteness, whereas the negative param-
eter estimates for education and income 
in the third (-0.98; -0.18), and also in 
the fourth model (-1.95; -3.33) indicate 
that the treatable mortality rate decreases 
along with the increased average 
household income and the proportion of 
postsecondary graduates. 

Discussion
The results of the descriptive analysis 
indicate that there is significant vari-
ation in the preventable and treatable 
mortality rates by relative remoteness 
of Canadian communities. Although the 
health care system in Canada is publicly 
funded, there seems to be geographic 
variation in terms of health care policy, 
access and utilization. This variation has 
led to disproportionate mortality rates in 
remote communities. Higher preventable 
and treatable mortality rates in the rela-
tively remote areas could be attributed 
to geographic barriers, limited health 
care services, unmet health care needs, 
and historical and environmental factors 
that shape the socioeconomic status of 
Aboriginal rural communities in Canada.2

The proportion of Aboriginal popula-
tions is higher in remote CSDs in Canada. 
However, the model did not show a sig-
nificant relationship between mortality 
and the RI in CSDs with a high propor-
tion of Aboriginal people. This could 
be a result of a smaller sample size and 
a distribution bias toward higher values 
of RI in the CSDs with a high proportion 
of Aboriginal people. For CSDs with a 
low proportion of Aboriginal people, the 
majority with 84% of all CSDs, the RI 
was a significant predictor of both pre-
ventable and treatable mortality rates. 

The higher mortality rates reported 
in remote communities could be a com-
bination of both geographic remoteness 

What is already 
known on this 
subject?

 ■ According to the Canadian Institute  
for Health Information, approximately  
72% of premature deaths in Canada 
are considered avoidable. 

 ■ Avoidable mortality has been used  
as an indicator of health policy, health 
care delivery and health care utilization.

 ■ In Canada, avoidable mortality rates 
vary significantly by province and 
territory, and by neighbourhood  
income level and sex.

What does this study 
add?

 ■ The remoteness index can be used 
as a new dimension to measure the 
geographic variability of avoidable 
mortality in Canada.

 ■ There is a clear gradient of both 
preventable and treatable mortality 
rates by relative remoteness of 
Canadian communities, with  
more remote communities  
having higher rates.

 ■ The remoteness index is an important 
determinant of both preventable 
and treatable mortality rates for 
low-Aboriginal CSDs in Canada that 
takes into account education level and 
household income.

Table 5
Parameter estimates step-wise selection linear regression models

Model Variable

CSDs with  < 33% aboriginal population
CSDs with => 33% aboriginal 

population
Parameter 

estimate
Standard 

error t-Value
Parameter 

estimate
Standard 

error t-Value

Preventable 
Mortality

Intercept 199.90 14.57 13.72*** 664.45 57.68 11.52***
RI 89.18 16.68 5.35*** 24.22 72.70 0.33
Education -0.14 0.23 -0.63 -3.44 0.98 -3.50***
Income† -0.98 0.12 -8.45*** -2.66 0.83 -3.21***

Treatable 
Mortality

Intercept 123.03 9.60 12.82*** 423.23 45.84 9.23***
RI 63.85 10.87 5.87*** 67.78 59.23 1.14
Education -0.98 0.15 -6.54*** -1.95 0.81 -2.4**
Income† -0.18 0.08 -2.34* -3.33 0.69 -4.80***

*significantly different from 0 (p < 0.05) 
**significantly different from 0 (p <0.01) 
***significantly different from 0 (p < 0.001)
† Income calculated in thousands dollars
Source: Canadian Vital Statistics: Death Database 2011-2015,  Remoteness Index, Canadian Census of Population 2016 
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and higher mortality rates observed in 
the Aboriginal population.  However, the 
findings on Aboriginal population should 
be interpreted cautiously taking into 
account the broader historical context 
of colonization and racial discrimin-
ation that created present day health 
inequalities between Aboriginal and 
non-Aboriginal population.34 In addition, 
intergenerational effects of residential 
school system, social isolation and inad-
equate health services, adversely affected 
physical, social, emotional and mental 
health and wellbeing of Aboriginal popu-
lation, which are directly or indirectly 
related to higher mortality rates.34,35

The preventable mortality rate for 
males was almost double than that for 
females. This indicates that females are 
more likely than their male counterparts 
to take preventive measures and utilize 
health care facilities. This finding is con-
sistent with the literature, which shows 
differences between men and women in 
health care utilization.36,37 

Injury-related preventable deaths 
were higher than cancer-related deaths 
in remote and very remote areas. This 
finding is consistent with other literature 
that shows a higher risk of injuries in 
rural areas.31,38,39 The higher preventable 
mortality rates associated with injuries 
could also be associated with increased 
exposure through longer commutes and 
occupation for example and  reduced 
access to health care facilities.38

Diseases of the circulatory system 
were the leading cause of treatable mor-
tality among males, and cancer was 
the leading cause of treatable mortality 
among females. A comparative study 
of Canada and Australia by Pong et al.7 
found higher mortality rates caused by 
circulatory diseases among men living 
in rural areas of Canada. A study by 

Shields and Wilkins40 also found that, 
in Canada, men were more likely than 
women to die from heart disease. Both 
of those findings are consistent with 
this study’s findings. Other studies have 
shown that breast cancer mortality rates 
have been declining in recent years due 
to of increased screening and better treat-
ment.41 However, breast cancer is still 
a leading cause of treatable mortality 
among women in Canada. The treatable 
mortality rates associated with diabetes 
were high for relatively remote com-
munities among both males and females. 
Previous studies have shown higher 
mortality rates associated with diabetes 
for males than for females.42 However, 
there is no previous study allowing com-
parison of rates by relative remoteness. 

This research established that 
remoteness classes can be used as new 
dimensions to measure geographic vari-
ability of avoidable mortality in Canada. 
In addition, this research contributes to 
the literature by establishing a relation-
ship between remoteness and avoidable 
mortality. This is a novel research in 
Canada that has flagged possible issues 
and identified areas for more detailed 
investigation. Despite the interesting 
findings, this research has a few limita-
tions. First, the RI classification is not a 
standard classification, but the authors’ 
own classification of the continuous RI 
values. Second, the average household 
income is not adjusted for the cost of 
living; therefore, income is not a strong 
predictor of avoidable mortality com-
pared to RI and education. Finally, the 
third limitation is related to the mor-
tality database. The CVSD does not 
identify the individuals in the mortality 
database as Aboriginal or non-Aborig-
inal, which does not allow to make a 
separate analysis for Aboriginal and 

non-Aboriginal population by remote-
ness. Having the actual number of deaths 
by Aboriginal population would have 
helped to identify whether or not the 
higher rate of mortalities reported in very 
remote communities were the results of 
remoteness. 

Conclusion
Avoidable mortality is a key indicator 
of health behaviour, health policy and 
health care utilization. However, avoid-
able mortality is greatly affected by the 
geographic remoteness of a community, 
along with other socioeconomic char-
acteristics of the population. This study 
used the newly developed RI, the Census 
of Population, and Canadian Vital 
Statistics data to explore the geographic 
variation of avoidable (preventable and 
treatable) mortality rates by relative 
remoteness of Canadian communities. 

The results indicate that there is a clear 
gradient of both preventable and treatable 
mortality rates by remoteness for both 
sexes. Regardless of the declining overall 
avoidable mortality rates in Canada, pre-
ventable and treatable mortality rates 
were substantially higher in more remote 
areas than in easily accessible areas. 
Preventable and treatable mortality rates 
were significantly higher for males than 
for females, regardless of remoteness. 
However, the gender gap was smaller 
for treatable mortality rates. The RI was 
positively correlated with Aboriginal 
population. Therefore, despite being a 
statistically significant predictor of both 
preventable and treatable mortality rates 
for low-Aboriginal CSDs, RI was not a 
significant predictor of mortalities for 
high-Aboriginal CSDs. ■
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Appendices

Appendix A   
Causes of death for preventable and treatable mortality indicator
Causes of death ICD-10 codes Preventable Treatable

Enteritis and other diarrheal diseases A00–A09 X

Tuberculosis A16–A19, B90,J65 X

Vaccine-preventable diseases A35–A37, A39,A40.3, A41.3, A49.2, A80,
B01, B05, B06, J09–J11, J13, J14, G00.0, G00.1 X

Selected invasive bacterial infections A38, A48.1, A49.1 X

Sepsis A40 (except A40.3), A41 (except A41.3) X

Malaria B50–B54 X

Meningitis G00.2, 3, 8, 9 X

Cellulitis A46, L03 X

Pneumonia J12, J15, J16, J18 x

Sexually transmitted infections, except HIV/AIDS A50–A60, A63, A64 X

Viral hepatitis B15–B19 X

HIV/AIDS B20–B24 X

Neoplasms

Lip, oral cavity and pharynx cancer C00–C14 X

Esophageal cancer C15 X

Stomach cancer C16 X

Colorectal cancer C18-C21 X

Liver cancer C22 X

Lung cancer C33, C34 X

Melanoma skin cancer C43 X

Non-melanoma skin cancer C44 X

Malignant neoplasm of breast C50 X

Cervical cancer C53 X

Uterus cancer C54, C55 X

Testicular cancer C62 X

Bladder cancer C67 X

Thyroid cancer C73 X

Hodgkin’s disease C81 X

Leukemia C91.0, C91.1, C92.1 X

Benign neoplasms D10–D36 X

Diseases of the circulatory system

Rheumatic heart disease I01, I02, I05–I09 X

Hypertensive diseases I10, I11–I13, I15 X

Cerebrovascular diseases I60–I62, I63–I64, I67, I69 X (50%) X (50%)

Ischaemic heart disease I20–I25 X (50%) X (50%)

Other atherosclerosis I70, I73.9 X (50%) X (50%)

Aortic aneurysm I71 X

Venous thromboembolism I26, I80, I82.9 X
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Appendix A   
Causes of death for preventable and treatable mortality indicator
Causes of death ICD-10 codes Preventable Treatable

Diseases of the respiratory system

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disorders J40–J44 X

Asthma and bronchiectasis J45, J47 X

Acute lower respiratory infections J20, J22 X

Upper respiratory infect ions J00–J06, J30–J39 X

Lung diseases due to external agents C45, J60–J64, J66–J70, J82, J92 X

Adult respiratory distress syndrome J80 X

Pulmonary oedema J81 X

Abscess of lung and mediastinum; prothorax J85, J86 X

Other pleural disorders J90, J93, J94 X

Other respiratory disorders J98 X

Diseases of the digestive system

Peptic ulcer disease K25–K28 X

Diseases of appendix; hernia; disorders of gallbladder,  
biliary tract and pancreas K35–K38, K40–K46, K80–K83, K85.0, 1, 3, 8, 9, K86.1,2,3,8,9 X

Chronic liver disease
(excluding alcohol-related disease) K73, K74.0,1,2,6 X

Diseases of the genitourinary system

Nephritis and nephrosis N00–N07 X

Renal failure N17–N19 X

Obstructive uropathy, urolithiasis
and prostatic hyperplasia

N13, N20, N21, N23
N35, N40 X

Inflammatory diseases of genitourinary system N34.1, N70–N73, N75.0, N75.1, N76.4, N76.6 X

Disorders resulting from impaired renal tubular function N25 X

Infant and maternal causes

Complications of perinatal period A33 X

H31.1, P00–P96 X

Congenital malformations, deformations and  
chromosomal anomalies Q00–Q99 X

Pregnancy, childbirth and the puerperium O00–O99 X

Unintentional injuries

Transport accidents V01–V99 X

Falls W00–W19 X

Other external causes of accidental injury W20–W64, W75–W99, X10–X39, X50–X59 X

Drowning W65–W74 X

Fires and flames X00–X09 X

Accidental poisonings X40–X49 X

Injuries of undetermined intent

Injuries of undetermined intent Y10–Y34 X
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Appendix A   
Causes of death for preventable and treatable mortality indicator
Causes of death ICD-10 codes Preventable Treatable

Intentional injuries

Suicide and self-inflicted injuries X60–X84, Y87.0 X

Assault X85–X99, Y00–Y09, Y87.1 X

Alcohol and drug use disorders

Alcohol-related diseases, excluding external causes F10, G31.2, G62.1, I42.6, K29.2, K70, K85.2, K86.0 X

Drug use disorders F11–F16, F18, F19 X

Nutritional, endocrine and metabolic disorders

Nutritional deficiency anaemia D50–D53 X

Thyroid disorders E00–E07 X

Diabetes mellitus E10–E14 X (50%) X (50%)

Adrenal disorders E24, E25, E27 X

Congenital metabolic disorders E74.0, E74.2 X

Neurological disorders

Epilepsy G40, G41 X

Disorders of musculoskeletal system

Osteomyelitis M86 X

Adverse effects of medical and surgical care

Drugs, medicaments and biological substances causing
adverse effects in therapeutic use Y40–Y59 X

Misadventures to patients during surgical and medical care Y60–Y66, Y69 X

Medical devices associated with
adverse incidents in diagnostic and therapeutic use Y70–Y82 X

Surgical and other medical procedures as the cause of  
abnormal reaction Y83, Y84 X

Source: Canadian Institute for Health Information, Health Indicators 2012

Appendix B   
Classification of remoteness index (RI) by population, RI score and natural breaks in the distribution
Categories RI score Population (%) CSD (%) Logics

Easily accessible area 0.00 to <0.15 67.23 14.29 Natural break points were selected in such a way that all CSDs with a population 
greater than 100,000 fell in either the “easily accessible area” category or the 
“accessible area” category, and all CSDs with a population greater than 20,000  
fell in the “easily accessible area,” “accessible area” or “less accessible area” 
category. CSDs with a population greater than 10,000 did not fall in the “very  
remote area” category.

Accessible area 0.15 to <0.29 19.15 20.64

Less accessible area 0.29 to <0.40 8.89 29.84

Remote area 0.40 to <0.50 3.14 17.57

Very remote area >= 0.50 1.59 17.63
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